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DR. OLSON ACTS AS ADVISOR
FOR WEEKLY THIS SUMMER
College o f the Pacific, Stockton Junior College, Stockton, California, July 21.

1fl44

O.P Will See Large Cut New Women Profs
)f Navy Men in November Added To Faculty

No 2

EDITOR OF ENGLISH LITERATURE
BOOK
"CHAUCER'S WORLD

JJ

During the summer trimester Dr.
Clair C. Olson will replace our reg
ular Pacific Weekly advisor, Miss
Eleanor McCann. Although Dr. Ol
son has never done any reporting
Two new professors, Mrs. Narrol
for a commercial newspaper, he can
and Mrs. Nosseck have been added
visualize the problems of the cub
to the faculty of the Stockton Jun
reporter for he had a beat on his
ior College and the College of the
•rracks
high school paper.
Pacific for the summer semester.
PH. D.
A reduction in the V-12 programs
Mrs. Narrol is a professor of Ger
Since that time Dr. Olson has em
of the nation will cut the Navy per man and French. She will teach
ployed his writing ability to other
sonnel at C.O.P. from 377 to 225 be these languages until Dr. Steinhaufields. With a shiny PhD from the
By ABT CARFANGI
ginning
the first of November.
ser returns which will be about
University of Chicago tucked in his
j! the Russian armies grind
the first of September. Mrs. ^Narrol
pocket, he came to the College of
and closer to "Holy German
This was announced by O. H. Rithas
done a great deal of traveling
Pacific in 1939, with plans to edit a
|i» it is becoming increasingly ob- ter, executive vice-president and
book, which was focused on the as
0 judging from rumors from comptroller, who recently returned and has been in Hawaii, Florida,
pects of medieval life, in conjunc
«jeii and from other neutral from, a V-12 training co n f e r - North Carolina, and Texas. She is a
tion with Dr. M. M. Crow of the Un
jntries, that the German govern- ence in New York. Officials of native of Los Angeles and attended
U.C.L.A. "I like this college very
iversity of Texas. This book, Chau
9t is frantically conveying peace the 240 colleges engaged in the pro
cer's World, had been compiled by
iers to the Western Allies, as well gram were informed there would be much and enjoy teaching here, but
the thing that I am the happiest aone of Dr. Olson's former teachers,
to the Soviets. These reports can a 30 per cent reduction.
bout is the fact that I am back in Dr. Clair Olson —Present Advisor of Miss Edith Rickert, who died before
expected to become more and
California again," states Mrs. Nar of the Weekly
the book had reached completion.
ire frequent as the plight of the MARINES
rol.
EDITS BOOK
fehrmacht" increases.
The reduction will mean the el
Mrs. Nosseck has taken over the
Dr. Olson's brown eyes sparkled
jotiates Peace
imination of the Marine detachment two women's hygiene classes for the
when he told of the surprise he en
nothing would please the German
at C.O.P. with only Navy trainees summer. Mrs. Nosseck lives in Lodi
countered when he opened the enor
iers more that a negotiated peace,
remaining.
and has previously taught at Pasa
mous package of Miss Rickert's
11918. For one thing, the specter
dena Junior College. She has taught
compilations, and as the contents
in imminent land invasion hangs
Cut in the V-12 program will re
began to fall over the floor, he won
reateningly over the heads of the lease two dormitories for use of ci First Aid, Hygiene, and other re
dered how he could ever sort the
ierrenvolk" bringing with it fam- vilian students. According to Ritter, lated subjects.
This semester as an experiment, notes into consecutive piles. The job
e pestilence, and great property civilian applications for dormitory
Freshman and Sophmore students was tremendous because every piece
station. Another reason for the accommodations in the fall have al
are being allowed to enter the of information had to have a corres
sraan desire for a peace by agree- ready been filed.
It has
not
stacks, a privilege formerly reserved ponding reference. And after the
rat is the hope that by a nego- as yet been decided which fraternity
PSA sales are still lagging.
for juniors and seniors and mem job of sorting, permissions to pub
sied peace, a new Germany could houses will be vacated. Due to the
According to Bill Milhaupt,
bers of the faculty. It is hoped this lish the various quotations had to be
Use and equip itself for World usual influx of students in November
Treasurer, the PSA is $325.00
arrangement
may become a perman obtained from various sources.
ar HI. By showing a democratic the school will have approximately
short of its goal; that is, it
ent feature of library service, for
Dr. Olson stated, "We had to send
id liberal face to the world for the same number of students as at
needs that much money to be
it is believed that all college stu copies of the quoted manuscripts to
p e r i o d o f y e a r s , t h e present.
able to carry out its program
dents should have free access to their various countries, including Eng
rman leaders feel that once again
for the summer semester. If
CAL
library's collection with ample op land. That was in 1940. Then came
ej'tan decieve the peace-loving
$325.00 worth of cards are not
portunity to browse and acquaint the Blitz. We were certain we would
Conforming to the nation-wide re
lies, and for the third time in fifty
sold immediately, some of the
themselves
with the catalouging and never receive a reply to those quer
duction
in
the
Navy
program
the
ers threaten to upset the interna
activities may have to be dis
classification systems used.
ies, but do you know every letter
ls! apple cart. They almost suc University of California will be cut
continued.
SHELVES
20 per cent, or from 1117 students to
was answered, politely and accur
ked this time.
Under this plan more people are ately. Those English are wonderful
You. may. purchase. PSA
l,ery peace
feeler put 892, President'Robert Gordon Sproul
handling books in the stacks and people."
cards
at
any
of
the
dances
or
of
University
of
California
reported.
rth b y t h e G e r m a n s i s
the task of keeping the books in SEEMED JINXED
other functions as well as at
'fe of their extremity. However,
their proper order on the shelves
the
office.
The
office
hours
are
Chaucer's World seemed truly
Allied power has yet shown any
has increased in difficulty. For this jinxed, for when it was completed in
listed
on
the
door.
"nation whatsoever to negotiate
reason it is requested that students 1942 the present war was in its in
''It® Germans, much to Mr. HitDon't forget, if you want
Registrations in the first five-week
do not reshelve books they have re fancy. When a printer became in
1 disappointment.
dances, parties,. and. other
Summer Session are near the 150
moved for use, but leave them on terested in editing the book, paper
German strategy now seems mark. Principal trend as compared
functions, buy that PSA card
the tables to be returned to the shel was placed on the list of items ra
(make the Allies pay heavily
now. This especially applies
to the 1943 sessions is the shift to
ves by the library staff. A mis tioned. But only this week Dr. Olson
"eny square mile of France ward graduate level study. Many
to those students who live off
shelved book is a lost book which has received word from the Univer
•'"ey-conquer, in the hope that more are enrolled in these courses
campus and who are not rewill not thereafter be available for sity of Chicago Press that Chaucer's
dtish and American people than formerly.
guired to purchase cards. ...
students who may have urgent need Worfd will go into immediate publi
(Continued on page 8)
of it.
cation.
SERVICE
MUSIC
It is also requested that each stu
Dr. Olson is now finding practical
dent make it his personal responsi use to employ his hobby, music, in
bility to seethatall books takenfrom
(Continued on page 3)
the stacks are properly charged
out at the circulation desk. Like
wise it is asked that books be re
turned promptly on the date they
from th® Science De
June 22nd was a memorable day bition was the Stage, and it's never are due and that they be placed on
bas been working in in at least one young lady's life. For varied. She went to Stockton High the slide provided for this purpose
fer"
(Continued on page 2) t
nceS°nnel this week during the it was on that day , after the Kno- School, and Pacific, with its out
f 1Jrs- Jones, who is now les-Anniversary-performance of Eu- standing Drama Department, was a
lCat°
'°n' ^rs- Jones is due back ripedes' "Hippolytus", that she was natural. So she joined our erudite
This is directed particulary to all
,e l°b sometime after next announced to be the winner of the little band, and served her appren
and sundry who chronically regis
coveted F. Melvin Lawson Award, ticeship, as did all hopeful Drama
ter complaints about the width of
*^°skins has been help- given to the Senior or graduate stu tists in those days in the Studio
the
line of demarcation between our
Theatre.
Success
came
with
the
role
erson
dent
who
contributes
most
to
the
j„l ^
nel office since the
S.C.A.'s Hollis Hayward left for Campus Co-eds and our Navy men,
''''
has been doing gen- Pacific Little Theatre during the of Lorraine Sheldon, bitchy actress
ce work.
four year Commando Course that a elite in "The Man Who Came To Colby, Kansas Monday evening those who decry the lack of chances
^atson will not be leaving Drama Major runs at C.O.P.. It Dinner." The critics raved, and play where he will spend a well deserved to get acquainted. You've asked for
011 Unb'l about August 1st. came as a complete surprise (she followed play—"Will Shakespeare," two week vacation. Hollis will visit more mixing, you stags and blind
"6 he: absen
ce, Miss Knoles is says) and of course, as ladies will "The Heart of a City," "Heaven Can his parents Mr. and Mrs F. H. Hay dated, so that you could choose your
Wait," "Ladies in Waiting," "The ward of that city, and his brother own
'8 dean of women.
at such moments, she wept.
Eve of St. Mark." She directed the Rev. Francis Hayward of the Brand NEED HELP
HMMM!
Well, bless you—here's a darn
She's cute. When she enters a Studio Theatre Production of Tche- Avenue Presbyterian church in
good idea, we think. The gals who
room, people look up, and keep right kov's "The Sea Gull" as her "Senior Kansas City
A g r o u p o f c a b i n e t m e m  undertook to run things this sum
on looking. She hovers around the Thesis," came back to play the Elb
e
rs,
George
B r a n d o n , mer made some promises, and they
eanora
Duse
role
of
Silbia
in
Jan
five foot mark, the five feet are
G r i d e r , L a V e r n are really trying hard to make them
beautifully set up, and she knows Wiman-directed "La Giocanda." She E d i t h
Schon, Marilu Routzen, Don Noble, come true—but a little cooperation
how to wear clothes. Her hair is took her degree last month.
-Dr. Knoles reS'beq
and Eleanor Miles gave him a sur on your part would help, too! One
NOW?
long
and
lovely,
a
very
becoming
to Stockton from
What's she doing now? Well, New prise send off at the station. Hollis's thing they've done, just to make
shade of red. Altogether a veqy
sto. City.
York's drama schools beckon—so Bible classes will be discontinued things more comfortable, is to take
satisfactory-looking
young
lady.
Her
-He will leave forChiduring his absence. He is expected over the Chapel. Participation is as
she's working in order to finance
name: Barbara Baxley.
to return on the evening of July ( m u c h your right as attendance, and,
11 the r attend the meeting
a
trip
East.
About
a
year
will
do
it,
But that ain't all—she can act, too.
Jm case you didn't know, we ve
tlle
Education of
she says—and then Big City, watch 30th.
And thereto hangs the tale.
ethodist Church.
Edith Grider is acting as execu-1 started a Choir. Most of you gie
out!
"Bax"
is
out
for
Big-Time.
A STOCKTON GAL
tive secretary of S.C.A.
/
(Continued on page 4)
That's a prediction.
She's a Stockton gal. Her first am

Advises

jarine Detachment Will'Be Eliminated,
To Be Open To Civilians

lews Review

Library Stacks Now
Open To Students
In Junior College

Notice!

Registration

Coveted Lawson Drama
% Dean During Award Received by
J8 Watsons Leave Barbara Baxley

r

'"oles
Notes

SCA Leader Hayward
Takes Short Leave

Fellows Here's Your
Chance To Acquaint
Yourself With Girls
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Pcuu^uuted.
Reporter Interviews
Shipwrecked Sailor Receives Award

Navy
. . By Jack Luck
The semester seems off to a well
enough start, and all hands are sett
ling down into the same old rou
tine. Each night a few more seats
are filled in the lobby as the physics
and math gets rougher. There's a
rumor that even Bob Bell was de
tected with a book open one night,
and after eleven o'clock too. How
ever, this is only a rumor and no
tangible evidence is to be had.
« » *

SPINK
We heard more rumors to the ef
fect that Spink and Leeson are mov
ing into a certain sorority house anyday now. Why not, fellows? Look
at the wear on shoe leather you
could prevent. That, incidentally,
brings up the coming around of
building A's two salts, Rosa and Tur
ner. We have been told that these
two have at last weakened and are
now ready to give the campus
queens a break. Well enough, but
what will Teddy say, Jim?

"Apprentice Seaman. Nein
Hoxsie" they say, "i
the only V-12 trainee who can lay
claim to being shipwrecked enroute
to college!" Not the mere fact that
he was shipwrecked, however, is suf
ficient to identify A/S Hoxsie, who
has, during his short three weeks at
C.O.P., rapidly become renowned as
a "ma\i of wit." Before considering
the aforementioned sea tragedy, it
would be well to view with a grain
of salt the past career of this po
tential ensign.
TYPICAL
Typical of most of the Navy boys
from the fleet, only definitely more
'Hoxsiefied," his first taste of the
salt was encountered at Farragut,
Idaho, as a "boot." "I had a lot of
fun at boot—but their chow stunk,"
Hoxsie recalls.
Somehow completing his prelimi
nary training, Hoxsie then put in
time at San Point and Bremerton,
Washington, before shipping out on
a baby flat top into the Pacific thea
ter. Hoxsie sums his sea-going saga
up in a few choice words: "We just
went out and popped around for a
few hundred thousand miles—that's
all."
BEAUTIES

Concerning the many tales of the
prodigal beauty and amorous tend
encies of South Sea Island females,
Hoxsie quite refully recalled, "There
We said a reluctant farewell and are no beautiful females in the
wished the best of luck to Bruce South Pacific except in Java and—
Coleman as he left—a good egg and blast it all—we never got to Java!"
the best of shipmates!
"And so it went," Hoxsie states,
•« * *
"we just popped around."
WE HEAR
We heard indirectly from a few of
the boys at Harvard, and as we got
it they were in Midshipmen uni
forms only a few hours after arrival
Sounds like a good break. We heard,
too, that Kreig and Druliner were
working off excess energy at a cer
tain ordnance depot while awaiting
further transfer to school.

By Bob Brehm
LEATHERNECKS To i
The marine detachment
I received a sad blow when"'
ter returned from the V-i!
ing in New York. In N0vet
Marines will have to bid i
Pacific. The detachment^
I cut during the past tw0 ,
till there are but 52 here i
I At the end of this term;
for Parris Island and New p.
I to where the remainder wj
I their training has not
announced by the Navy Oft'
columnist makes a rough gj
I says U. of C., here's
I rate.

The "popping around" career of
A/S Hoxsie was terminated when
he was informed of his passing of
the V-12 test which he took, so he
says, "A hell of a long time ago.
This changed everything for Hoxsie
who journeyed to Pearl Harbor and
summarily hopped a liberty ship for
transference to the U.S.A.

PERSONALITIES

Lt. Colonel Moody is pictured above as he receives the
One of our more illustrow
"Goodrich Trophy" somewhere in England.
alities has been arraigned be

More News Received
From War Department
4bout Moody

Lt. (j. g.) Leslie Knoles writes
that he is now commanding officer
of the U.S.S.Y.M.S. 410, a minesweep
er now under construction at Bell
ingham, Wash.. He says it's a nice
ship and wishes he had time to tell
us more about it. He also writes
Another despatch was received
that his brother George ranks him
this week from the war department
and he is mighty proud of that.
concerning the former Pacificite Lt.
4
4
4
Col. Howard Moody.
We have been notifltfi that F|0
He recently accepted on behalf of
the strategic air depot which he Wade Beckwith is changing his ad
commands, "The Goodrich Trophy," dress. Well, guess you know what
awarded by Brigadier General Don that means.
ald R. Goodrich, Commanding Gen
eral of the VIII Air Force Service
Command, monthly to the depot
showing the best record in repair
and supply of Eighth Air Force
Combat aircraft.
After graduating from the College
of the Pacific in 1930, he entered the
air forces and received his pilot's
wings. In 1933 he retired, and in
1940 he reentered the army as Cap
tain. He received his rank of lieu
tenant colonel in September, 1943,
and he left for overseas duty in
October, 1943.

4

4

*

A very newsy letter came from
Lt. Fred Holden, former Pacific Lit
tle Theatre star. He writes: "My
present duties are considered con
fidential—all I can say is I have a
platoon of men to whom I have to
play father, mother, and even God.
To say the least it is quite interest
ing ... I heard that Ken Graue
came through here and is now stat
ioned at some other island for fur
ther training." Lt. Holden came
home on leave in January.

judicial court. Charge: n
for the ration laws in Califi
seems ORSON WELLES
has been patronizing blab
kets in his purchase of
oil. RABBLE ROUSEB
presented the appeal to ju
tence: Lamp out at 11:00
every night for a week for
them. For contempt of co
SON was sentenced to
(but short).
As a music loving pn
PRIME MINISTER
our last terms Englishman,
A. COUSINS has conceded:
the ivorys for the Marine Di
hasn't the proper spirit
as he refuses to follow in Bi
footsteps by playing rendil
the man on watch during t
wee hours of the morning

ALUMNI
Communique
from Newl
"The shipwreck occurance must
C. received by Dean Cora
be shrouded in a cloak of Naval se
* « *
JIM DURYEA states Met
crecy," Hoxsie declares, "but I can
Interesting comments and opin reveal that the little affair took place
BARNICKOL, CLIFFOK1
ions flowed
freely throughout the near the Faralons. I got my feet wet
TON and he left for 0.
barracks after last week's assembly. and had to throw my shoes away
Quantico, Va. Jim
The prevailing attitude as we no
the staff and student bod;
Pvt. Walter J. Goldman, stationed
LIKES C. O. P.
ticed it was rather surprising.
Year Book and requests i
at Moses Lake, Wash, also sends us
• * •
V-12'er Hoxsie didn't want to be
same. Good luck on the !
news about other former Paciflcites.
sent to C. O. P. As his first choice
the training fellas.
SPORTS
He writes that he recently heard
he specified the University of Calif
from Bud Stefan who is still in Eng
This week the official call for in ornia. In view of his three weeks
MAN OF THE HOI
land and is expecting to be in the
tramural sports sounded. They will here, however, A/S Hoxsie, like the
The editors of SNAFU G
thick of things soon. Jim Kaffen is combined with the editors o
be run off, generally, in the same great majority of trainees not spec
Whoops! We're in it up to our
way as they were last semester. ifying C.O.P., can, with perfect sin ears! A brand new column, osten still out at sea; he has been in the TROMBONE proudly .
A lot of enthusiasm is evident and a cerity, state, "I'm sure glad I got sibly for Pre-Meds—but nothing's West Indies (Curacao) and Pearl incident in the life of Yu
good turnout is expected. All in C. O. P.!" A/S Hoxsie put in his fi sacred around here, we (editorially) Harbor. Jim mentioned that Dick own RICHARD BYRNE
terested men should contact their nal two bits worth by cracking, "By assure you. Having decided that we Barkle was at Pearl Harbor also. name) OWEN(S).
platoon leaders for further informa gosh, these Friday night dances are (again editorially) weren't receiv Warren Townsend has been sent
Born in a small cabin '•
tion. Quite noticeable of late in sev more darn fun then you can shake ing our just share of representation from Lemoore to Muroc flying as a Alagash Waterways our
bombardier in a B-24. Also near his life as a trapper in the'
eral of the larger news papers on
stick at!"
through that collection of twiddlea P-39 is Clint (just east of Yuba City.)
the Coast was the publicity Pacific's
twaddle known as "Cadaver Hall," Muroc and flying
Ward. Ralph Netzer is stationed
football turnout received. None
Following in the footsti
we set out to do something about it.
somewhere in South Dakota, and great uncle, Somebody
seemed overly impressed, but all
This is it, kids!
Stan Ressler is right in on the in name) Byrne, referred to
gave intimations that surprise would
BONGO
vasion. Leo Leggett received a Pres Byrney, our boy joined the
not result if Pacific does show well
Since the introduction of Bongo
But they're not gonna get out of it idential Citation. Pvt. Goldman also
this season.
to Pacific Weekly readers last week,
that he too might some ds
that easily—ohhhhh, no! We are in writes that he is working in
many people have wanted to know
Master Gunny and lead
NOTICE
dignant, chagrined, and overcome! the Base Armament Office and likes
more about him. Thus, in answering
against the Orientals as
As a special favor we're carrying a their demands, I herewith bring you It shouldn't happen to a dog, but it's the work. He expects a promotion lustrious uncle in the BoJ
notice of a personal want this week. installment two in the "Adventures happening to us—that column. Take soon, if the army will give out any
lion.
Bongo, as a shining example— more.
We hear that Jack Musto wants a of Bongo."
Watch this column f°!
though we'd rather not. As a Case
girl friend—but with certain re
4
4
4
ly
expose of the character:
History, we admit, he's interesting—
strictions attached. She must be in ORIGIN
A|S Harvey H. Doron and A|S ing "B"
Bongo originally came from a just ask Dr. Eckert—but as a news
terested in campus life and enter
Bob Wilson wrote to us from Gard
tainment furnished only thereon for Northern Congo town called Zalt item—well, take Bongo, for instance. ner Field, Taft, Calif. Both were
It seeems that Dave
sometime to come. We wonder why Layuk Zitty.. Although this town At any rate, here's our counter-irri formerly in Texas and are now glad
found his life's work at
Jack?
was situated on the shores of a tant, and we hope it irritates them.
to be back in the California sun is just eating up Radar. H
• « »
In true Ernie Pyle fashion we've
great inland sea, it neither flouri
shine. Both are attending ground West, Art Smith, and Sal
decided
to
draw
no
lines
regarding
shed commercially or culturally. As
All pau for now.
school and after a few weeks ex had a dinner reunion at
a youth, Bongo was quite wild, and our associates—we slum anywhere
pect to go to Santa Anna for Pre- just before Dave left then
many times one could hear his in Bldg. E, even in Room X, in or
Flight training. You sure have the Sam are now in Air Statis
famed mating call "A-yutah-manam- der to find out what makes our fel
old Pacific spirit there, fellows. Glad
4
4
»
aye" echoing through the dense Con low grinds grind.
to hear you enjoy our Weekly so
(Continued from page 1)
Last we heard from K*1
go jungles. Although this call was ABOUT AL
much. Write to Dean Corson and Baldwin he was someM1
at the circulation desk. Carelessness quite colorful and loud, it did not
"Something old, something new, put your name on his mailing list
with regard to these matters on the serve the desired purpose until one
the equator on a ship enrC
. . "A1 Herrendeen, formerly voted if you want more news bulletins
part of students works a consider day in mid-June. Then it happened,
station. He was having a
able hardship on fellow students, he found a girl, whom for sake of the "Six-feet-two, eyes-of-blue, Whoo about other fellows.
and getting a kick out ol
whoo!" man of the campus by the
•
*
•
and reduces the ability of the li convenience, we shall call "Jungle
poises, flying fish, strange
George Ford is married to Mary ship life. He will be statu
brary staff to render adequate ser Julie" It was love at first sight. The host of admiring co-eds, is now
Chief Medicine Man aboard, of all Windsor and is working in mine
vice.
rather isolated post.
(Continued on page 4)
(Continued on page 4)
warfare for a commission.
(Continued on P8*®

Corpus
Delicti

Cadaver Hall

Library Stacks
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SPORT
PARADE
By Phil Driecie

Intra-Mural
Announced
cnach Amos Alonzo Stagg's grid machine is once again

^
+ V>o wflvfs
mnniaoc all
oil over
mr/M. 4-v.
down the
ways. Snort
Sport maniacs
the^ nation
^wondering if the Grand Old Man can do it again. If you
; ' e n't as yet witnessed one of the practice sessions, you're
ba ing ° u t o n o n e o f t h e greatest exhibitions of fight and
"•rit that we've seen in many a season. The squad com
sP' rl , 0 £ marines, sailors and civilians has more vim and
P* than the Holy Rollers of old. With this spirit, and
Her the peerless guidance of the coach of the year, the
r s are out to keep Pacific high among the leading
evens of the nation.

XNDERreturning
TEAM
lettermen are all that remain of last
Four

ar > s

team that made football history. The remainder of
is composed mainly of inexperienced gridders,
h 0 are out to make good. But the lack of finished mater
j S n o drawback to Coach Stagg. Rather it's an oppor
unity for which he's been waiting a long time. It's his
Lnce to build a truly great wonder team, not from vetran ball players, but from fellows who know very little
bout football. The raw material is in his hands, and it's
, to him now to turn out the finish product. If deter
mination and hard work make for victories, then C.O.P.
uell have a truly great team this season.
Then too, as one member of the team put it, they
an't all have eleven Ail-Americans. To this may we add
Remember DEL MONTE!-—
he squad

EVENTH INNING STRETCH

Pythagoras would have
had a tough time trying to
keep up with the Coast
League statistics this year.
At present Oakland is on top
with the Angels and Seals in
hot pursuit. But that's today,
tomorrow the grab bag will
be shaken up and your guess
as to who will be on top, is as
good as mine. As for taking
the pennant, my hard earned
wampum is on the Oakland
Acorns. If manager Dolph
Camilli can keep Hawkins
and the rest of his bums in
fe
* f 111JIJ tow I see no reason why they
S-J shouldn't spike the Seals out
of first place. The Angels re®
if cently got some new blood
and are really coming up
p* '
.- fast, but they're not as conf
' sistent as the Emeryville
sluggers.
One of the costliest mistakes that Charley Graham of
the Seals has made to date was that of farming out Neil
Sheridan once U.S.F. grid star. From South Carolina for
®er Weekly sports editor "Scoop"Davis writes in to tell
is that Neil is playing ball for Chattanooga and is currently
hatting over the .3 50 mark. The Seals could use some hittag like that just about now.

RAMBLERS

Pacific's softball team tasted victory for the first time
his season when they outscored the Fibre Board team by
'i-6 score.Entered in the Often Cass League the Tigers
a Pect to live up to their moniker in the future, having
jeen bolstered by new members. The team is coached by
h'ef Ambrose Schindler and plays most of it's games
'Oak Park on Wednesday nights. So how about dropping
found the next time they play and give the boys a little
'oral support?
Prank Boland former Pacific backstop now at Parris
iland writes in to tell us that O'Keefe, Cerny and Norm
les t are ruining their big league chances by beating on
leir rifles. "Rojo" also adds that there's little time for
le favorite pastime these days.
• • Scuttlebut overheard at a recent softball game has
hat Frankie Crossette will not join the Yanks because
a wage disagreement. Too bad if true, for McCarthy
"'d really use the veteran short stop right about now.
j • Don't be surprised if our own Jim Turner ends up
h All American honors. There is very little Jim can't
w ell. He's gotten himself letters in football, swim5 a n d basketball, and he'll be in there plugging come

College intramural sports began
officially yesterday as trials were
held to determine participants in
the swim meet finals to be staged
this afternoon, 4:30 in the P.S.A.
pool.
At the same time "Rube" Wood,
coach in charge of intramural act
ivities, along with other gym staff
members, has formulated a schedule
beginning Monday which calls for
two baseball games four days a
week, Monday through Thursday,
on the girls practice field. This set
up includes six service teams and
one civilian team. Service teams, on
an inter-barracks arrangement, con
sist of A-l and A-2 (Barracks A, the
largest, split in two), B, C, D, and
E. The other team is made up of
civilian college students. A birdseye view of the future reveals that
baseball will continue through July
and the better part of August, foot
ball will hold the limelight in Sep
tember, and October will herald the
beginning of basketball. The pargram will continue from July to Oc
tober.

le*s Review
(L>ntinu«d

from page 1)

j 6coine despondent and call fo
^e°tiated peace. The German

,U °Ugbt -well In western France,

,e, °Ugb to put the allied often

•

e

of
GM.

ind schedule, but they canshake the determinBritish and American
adhere to the declaration
not

tie „'an°a— "unconditional sur-

Dr. Olsen

(Continued from page 1)

Turner Stands Out in First Sessions
Coach Amos Alonzo Stagg's grid aspirants donned their pads and
headgear for the first time, this week, and began body contact work. Real
izing full well that a tough schedule awaits them, the Tigers have settled
down and are rounding themselves into condition. From al. indications
at practice sessions so far, the Pacific gridiron gladiators will be ready
to upset the Camp Shoemaker Bluejackets in the curtain raiser this sea
son.

BACKF1ELD
The ball carriers, to date, have been spending most of their time run
ning through elementary drills which include passing to the ends and
hitting the dummies. It is far too early in the season as yet to be pick
ing out a first team. But those backs who look impressive to date include
the following: Fred Klemeneek, the rifle armed former U.S.F. star who
will do most of the passing and running, and who will be expected to fill
Johnny Podesto's shoes this year; Bob Muenter, who is switching from
the line to the off back spot, and also saw plenty of action last season;
Wayne Hardin, one of the civilian members of the team and formerly a
Stockton prep flash; and Charlie Cooke, fleetfooted ball carrier who hails
from the City by the Golden Gate. Otherstandouts include Bob Pohl,
rugged on backer and Mark Litchman, transfer from the U. of Washing
Anticipating the question "Does ton, and improving rapidly.
everybody have to participate?" Mr. LINESMEN
Head line coach Larry Siembring has been spending plenty of time on
Wood stated, "All the fellows are
supposed to take part in the pro his forward wall. During the week, Siembria has been work
gram. It works out that those who ing on fundamentals and has been stressing blocking in particular. The
do have an interest play the most, line will be centered around his two returning lettermen, Jim Turner and
while those not interested usually Bill Milhaupt. Turner Has been looking exceptionally well on the tackle
spot to date, but may be switched to end if needs be. Milhaupt, who play
don't show up unless forced."
ed frosh ball at Santa Clara and who did some centering for Stagg last
The intramural program is de fall ,has been experimenting from the end position but may be switched
)
signed to supplement the basic phy back to center before the first game gets under way. Other linesmen who
sical course, consisting mainly of look impressing include: Wiley Cousins, who was out for spring practice
calisthenics and gody-building rou and packs a mean block; Ray Jackson, huge and powerful center; Ray
tines, with activities of a more com Jaeger, east bay ball snagger; Bob Klein, an old salt with all the makings
petitive and recreational nature. In of a great tackle; Ed Fennelley, converted casaba star who is really
asmuch as baseball, the first sport coming up fast; ana Caster and Senion "the Bengal Twins" who can
on the list, is habitually the most
rough it up on any occasion.
popular, it is hoped that the great
SUCCESS
percentage of the boys will take an
The Tigers have a lot to learn yet and there is a great deal of im
active interest and turn out at 4:30
provement to be attained. But from what we've seen so far they look
on the days their team is scheduled
mighty good for a supposed group of greenhorns. Their success to date
to play.
can be traced to their dogged sense of determination and careful obser
For complete information and vance of training rules.
schedules concerning the intramural
program keep an eye on the gym if he would enter Druliner and Beis fore being eliminated. In the sing
bulletin board.
ser in the coming National Matches les matches, however, their buck
to be held at Evanston. "George and (and playing), was not so good, both
Arnie" accepted the invitation, and Beisser and Druliner being elimin
so for the first time in its history, ated at the second round. The win
the College of the Pacific sent a ten ner of the title of retournament was
nis team to the National Matches Francisco Segura, a South Ameri
Summer Session students
to compete with other players from can.
and faculty members here is
The signifigant fact however was
all sections of the country.
your chance to get a few
Before the matches started, Dru that COP fielded a team at the fin
swings in at a rip-roaring
liner was seeded second, and the als. Although Druliner has lefi for
game of golf—1:30 p.m. today
Druliner-Beisser combine was seeded Midshipman's school. Beisser will
at the Municipal Golf Links.
third in the doubles matches. Both be here for a few semesters- -long
men played well in the doubles, go enough for him to play in the Na
Suitable awards will be
ing as far as the quarter-finals be tionals again—and this time win.
striven for by "Hole-in-one"

Golf Notice

Betz, "Slugger" Evers, "Bog
gy" Corson, "Par" Davison,
and others too numerous to
mention.
The game will he on a
handicap basis, so everyone
will have a fair chance to win.
All golf enthusiasts attend
ing Summer Session or on the
faculty contact Dean Corson
for transportation.

"Member.

^'Marine Sergeant Pete La Hood who played on the line
ac ific against service teams last season, announced
(
dt he would not go out for football this year because of
Votary duties.

Bengal Gridders Don Pads
Settle Down to Work

Pacific Stars Rated
Among Country's Best
As many tennis fans know, there
were here on the COP campus, two
of the best tennis players in the
country. Both George Druliner and
Arnold Beisser are sure to be rated
among the top ten collegiate tennis
players in the country for this year.
Both at singles and at doubles these
men had good records, Druliner go
ing through the season undefeated,
Beisser dropping only one contest.

his writing. He had been asked by
the American Library Association
and the National Counsel of Teach
ers of English to write a section on
medieval music and English litera
ture for a book which will be unique
because it is a biographical guide to
all aspects of comparative literature
and intercultural relations.
Dr. Olson's past experience in
Last June, "Rube" Wood, the ten
writing prove him to be qualified
nis
coach, received a telegram from
to execute the duties of advisor for
an official in the NC2A asking him
the Pacific Weekly.
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FORMER CARDINAL
AND GIANT SLUGGER
WHO HIT 184- ..HOME
RUNS IN HIS 7 YEARS
AND WAS BATTING
• CHAMP IN 1939/
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Get Acquainted
(Continued from page 1)

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

garians have sung in one at some
time or another, and you know what
fun it can be. How about it? Meet
ings are weekly, now scheduled for
Thursday Evenings, 7:15 - 8:15—
though if that night meets with dis
approval, heck, we can change it
And we'd like to have an All-Navy
Chorus, for special numbers, besides

Richard Payne Only Marine
Raider Stationed on Campus
By PAUL, TETBK

Corpus Delicti

A top flight man of the United
(Continued from page 2)
States Marines, Dick has gone things, a P T Boat. He's happy, and
In response to a letter appearing
through many terrifying experiences, we're happy he's happy—A1 was one
in this column in the July 14 issue
and still carries forty pieces of an grand guy.
of the Weekly, regarding the New
explosive bullet in his right arm.
YOSEMITE
man Club.
SAN JOSE LAD
Newman Clubs are established on
The collection that headed for YoHe was born in San Jose, Califor
any campus for the purpose of en a Mixed Choir.
nia, where he attended both elemen semite to await Med. School—
tary and high school. At San Jos© Sparks, Breeden, Treat, et al., are
ableing Catholic students to prac
And Service Men—next Sunday is school he participated in many living the life of Reilly —and did
tice their faith. No interference
sports, and he was outstanding in they build it up to the crowd of en
with, or any disrupt of the school dedicated "specially for you." Build
football and track. At San Jose vious C.O.P. Tars whpn they hit
policies are anticipated or intended. ing D's Rollin Dexter is going to State College he did quite well as a Campus on liberty last weekend. By
We regret that we were accused lead services, Dean Carson will be boxer and ia soccer player, winning the way, you should have seen the
of "banding together" and intending guest speaker, the Choir will sing a couple of championships in the blue stars that blossomed out in var
ious Bldg. E. windows in honor of
to "lord over" the already estab (with your assistance), and "Tar latter.
Dick was attending San Jose State those who left. We, fighting the bat
R. Starr will ditto, (providing he
lished religious group.
when the disastrous blow was struck tle of San Joaquin Valley, thus send
We have been offered the use of can find an accompanist!)
at Pearl Harbor. He joined the mar our nearest and dearest off to the
We think the whole thing's a good ines one month after war was de
a room in the religious education
War!
building which we may use as a| idea. Bet's go!
clared.
NEOPHYTES
Catholic chapel. We neither exclude
GUADALCANAL,
The neophytes are right guys, too
Dick took his boot training in San
or compel anyone to make use of
—it's all in fun, Hielman! Add odd
Diego,
from
there
he
was
sent
to
the room. It is instilled in the early
facts: that little ribbon that bash
San Luis Obispo for rifle training.
training of a Catholic, that the
ful, unassuming little Noble wears
March of 1942 Dick was sent over
above his campaign bars stands for
church is open to them at any time.
seas. He joined the raider battalion
a Presidential Citation. (We feel we
Our only wish is to have a Catholic
at Samoa. After four months of
Sunday at Seven will hold
deserve at least a Purple Heart. We
chapel available when we want to
training at Samoa the first raider bat
its first meeting of the sum
broke our (editorial) little toe atalion was shipped to New Caledon
mer session at Dr. Waldo's.
make visits. We do not want any
board ship once, in a valiant at
ia. Prom there to Guadalcanal. His
Anyone interested is invited
pomp or ostentation connected with
tempt to escape the eagle eye of an
outfit was the first to encounter op
to attend. The group will con
this practice. The only show dis
Ensign who had suddenly inter
position on Guadalcanal. He was
gregate at 7:15. first for a dis
rupted our Poker game.)
played will be any more explanation
there two and one half months, and
cussion and later for group
of our purpose, that we will be com
two
and
a
half
months
is
a
long
games and refreshments. Sun
San Diego bred, Roddy McDoweltime to be in the front lines. He lish Phil Taylor is a natural for all
pelled to give.
day at Seven is a group of
went back to New Caledonia and fi girls with the Mothering Instinct.
students who meet for the
Newman Club Member
nally to New Zealand for a short
purpose of exchanging ideals,
ROOM 17
rest.
and for the purpose of pro
After the short rest he returned
moting a Christ-like fellow
Room 17 should have something
to Guadalcanal, and then to New to say for itself this semester. Two
ship on caupus.
Georgia, where he received an ex new Roomies: one's father is a Min
plosive shell in his arm. After lying ister the other's is a Brewer. Well?
Ybry
in a hospital for four months, he re
Bridge seems to be mighty popu
Infusion De Parfum
turned to the states. Dick was to
receive a commission just before he lar now in Dear Old E. Aspirations
Watches Repaired
received a slug in his arm. He is to Culbertson's post, since that wor
1 week Service
now in his last semester so he will thy took over Post-War Planning—
Femme De Paris
finally get the commission he has is that it, fellows? Guido made a
Desir Du Coeur
long deserved. Good Luck Richard Grand Slam the other night. Easy
on those new kids, Mannion—they've
Payne!
Mon Ame
got homework to do, you know.

Sunday at Seven
at Waldo's

Thomas Wry store

I.oie De Vivre
Amour Sauvage

524 E. Main St.

Charles (I. Haas
& Sen

Tuxedo

Jewelers

Pastry Shop

425 E. Main St.

Your Sweets Made to
Order
PACIFIC AVENUE

fyoUcuut 9oe & Quel Co..
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT

LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

Tel. 6-6966
830 S. Calif.
Stockton

Bell Does Not Ring
For Summer Classes

Summer Session students should
ignore the campus bell system as
far as their classes are concerned.
The bells ring for the period divi
sions of the regular 16-week summer
term of the College under the V-12
schedule.
Summer Session class periods re
main on this schedule:
First period
6:55
Second period
8:00
Third period
9:05
Fourth period
10:10
Fifth period
11:15

Headquarters
For Navy and
REFRESHMENTS
on the
CAMPUS

MILLER-HAYS CO.
/

WINDOW X
And now continuing the de
ment, "As Viewed from the»
X Window:"
The Room X observation
high on the third deck, has thj
report: The other day, around)
time, the members of Cadaver J,
most exclusive fraternity
issuing from the Alpha Thete hj
most of the members heading
the Dining Hall, because of a,
tronomical labor shortage. \
group of Alpha Theters was lei
("I'll put up a good f.
or bust") and soon filled then
hall with their merry laughter):
every day around meal time,;
members of Room X observe as
that would make an Atlantic E
bathing beauty contest ji
mad with envy.
MISS R.

Note to Miss Rodergerts:
says, "Thank you Miss R. fori
ing us all of your pearly whiteti
It does help."
And now bits of slander and
about a few Building E men. i
answerable question is just 4
does Gene Cline do in his cats
every night? At first we thougi
was guarding it against thefl!
after seeing his assistant,
der. A new physics principle
force however great, can sep£
Grant Malquist from his little
panion over at Alpha Theta. ft
THAT MAN
all for today.
Then there's Carfagni—Little ABongo's Biogr?
dolf, we calls him. Careful about
who you give Captaincies of the
Head to, Art—the end of the month
isn't far off.
(Continued from page V
And so it goes, the daily routine.
At Foster Army Air Field.'
Bldg. E, on your toes—you've got a James R. Israel, former J-C-1
new champion. Down with "Cadaver ent. deceived his pilot wings
Hall" and its anemic efforts! Re was appointed flight
officer U
member the Martins and the Coys! Army Air Forces.

Former Pacificites

For Your Man in the Service a Logan Portrait keeps
You Close to Him.

Logan Camera Shop
20 N. San Joaquin Street
Phone 22148
Since 1896 serving those who want the best in portrait11
frames, photo equipment.

GRAND
ICE
CREAM

Dial 2-0229
In spite of curtailments we will si

Plumbing With A Smile

Serving College of the Pacific

(Continued from pay.

following days were the ha
Bongo's life as he and j^:" j
went swinging through
mumbling little apish senti^ '
to each others hairy ears
came the sad moment- ®°<1S
ceived his orders to report 3
COP V-12 unit. Then came t^°!
of parting. As he shuffle ®'
dragging, toward Julie,
order,
hand, he asked in a hopefm
full of emotion, "Will you,. 1
(to be continued). What wiiiV
say? Will it be censored?
be Julie's reaction? Will
Mr. Anthony? Does she hav.
'eH
pan hands? Read next week'
umn for more in the "Advei
of Bongo.

Marine Men

ILt
Grant at Weber Ave.

Cadaver Hall

Operated by
ASSOCIATED WOMEN
STUDENTS

able to offer suggestions for Y°ur

Employing Student Help

PHONE 7-7095

"WHERE TOU MEET
EVERYBODY"

1928 PACIFIC AVENUE
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jounces Engagement

Tee Kays Hold
"Shuffle" This
Saturday Nite
Starting the Tee Kay's social cal
endar for the summer session is the
"Scavenger Shuffle," to be held to
morrow night. The evening's festiv
ities will begin- at 7:30 with a Sca
venger Hunt that will lead the par
ticipants to various parts of Stock
ton seeking "Wilkie buttons
dead goldfish.

Earlene Waters, Editor

Shirley Lamb Weds Warren
Williams June 27 in Reno

On June 27, three days after her graduation from the Stockton
Junior College, Miss Shirley Lamb became the bride of Warren
When the hungry adventurers re Williams at a ceremony performed in the Methodist church in Reno,
turn, weiners will be roasted over Nevada. Rev. P. H. Wallis of Sparks officiated.
an open barbeque pit in the TK gar
The bride chose for her wedding
den. The finishing touch for the af
a white two-piece suit with blue
fair will be dancing until midnight.
accessories and her corsage was of
Zetagathean will hold a tea for orchids. Attending the bride were
Under the chairmanship of Ava
June Colliver the following com all unaffiliated girls at the home of Miss Eleanor Williams, sister of'the
mittees are preparing the evenings Miss Lorriane Knoles Sunday after bridegroom and Calvin Covell of
e n t e r t a i n m e n t : S c a v e n g e r L i s t , noon from 3:00 to 5:00.
the U.S. Army.
Jackie Geyer, Doris Cundiff; Pat
A wedding dinner was served af
General chairman is Margery De
rons, Earlene Waters; Bids, Jerry Witt, refreshments Charlott Cald terwards to the bridal party, rela
Kerr, Janice Potter; Refreshments, well, entertainment Betty Viets, an tives and intimate frinds.
Alta McClintock; Music, Marjory nouncements, and invitations Wynne
The bride is the daughter of Mrs.
Carey.
Honnald, clean up, Betty Griffith. Emmett Hagan and Mr. Leo Lamb
Patrons and Patronesses for the Pourers, Mrs. Charles Gulick and of Fallon. She is a graduate of Fal
lon High School and the Stockton
evening will be Dr. and Mrs. Allen Mrs. G. A. Werner.
Invitations have been sent to a- Junior College where her majors
Waldo, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Farey,
proximately one hundred and fifty were science and music. She will be
and Mrs. Harriett Farr.
girls in Junior College and C.O.P. remembered here as a member of
the Trio who entertained at many
campus affairs and in town circles.
Mr. Williams is the son of Mrs.
Martin Strasdin of Fallon and Mr.
Dan Williams of Reno. He is a grad
uate of Fallon High School and was
employed by the Standard Oil Comp
A former student of Stockton
Junior College where she was affil sang "Because" and "At Dawning,' any and the McDonald Engineering
iated with Tau Kappa Sorority, with Mrs. H. A Comfort as accom Company before his entrance into
panist. A reception followed the the Navy in 1942.
Pictured above is Miss Helen Heiland, who recently announced her en Miss Virginia Bessac, daughter of
ceremony for the families of the
Mrs. Williams will be associated
Mr.
and
Mrs.
H.
W.
Bessac,
became
gagement to Aviation Cadet Howard Recek at Tau Kappa Kappa.
newlyweds.
with her mother as a beautician
the bride of Tech/Sgt. Lemoise An
while her husband continues in the
gier, son of Mrs. M. E. Angler of GOWN
service.
Lodi, in a candlelight wedding cere
The bride's wedding gown was of
mony on June 13 at the home of the
flowing white net, with a brocaded elected officers include Carol Duttle,
bride's parents in Lodi.
top, a sweetheart neckline, shirred president; Jan Summers, vice-pre
Before a background of white three-quarter length sleeves, and sident; and Betty Ehler, treasurer.
I-SSl Saturday morning
4
•
*
last
saw Epsisummer flowers,
the couple ex peplum. Virginia carried a cascade A historian hats not yet been ap
ta> sorority house buzzing with actchanged their vows. Reverend A R. bouquet of bovardia, centered by a pointed. New house council members
Wty of an interesting nature. Epsi was Epsilons "Arbor Day," a regu Boone officiated during the cere white orchid. She also wore a crown are Seniors, Mildred Eachus and
tos, clad in jeans and sweat-shirts, lar semesters venture for the house. mony. Mrs. J. E. Devine of Lodi of bovardia.
Marion Gait; Juniors, Mary Beth
winming suits, and shorts, could Under the direction of Verle GobleMoores
and Lorette Demon; Sopho
HONEYMOON
seen cutting the lawn, trimming house-manager, the girls got up at
mores, Helen Ward and Marilyn
'e hedges, pruning the bushes and 8:00 a.m. and by the time they had had succeeded in cutting the whole
The new Mr. and Mrs. Angier Lamb; Freshmen, Marion Phillips
fees, and in general giving Epsilon stored the clippers, the hoes, the lawn, getting rid of all the weeds, spent their honeymoon at Lake Ta- and Alice Graig.
rakes, and the lawn-mowers back
thorough gardening once-over,
Outgoing dorm officers are, Dor
trimming the hedges and giving the
(Continued on page 6)
in the basement at 12:30 p.m. they
^•e occasion for all this activity
othy Law, president; Carol Duttle,
bushes and trees a new lease on life.
vice-president; Marian Prior, secre
But for a few blisters, quite a few
tary; Mary Sal bach, treasurer; and
cases of bright red sunburn, a great
Telephone 6-6324
Rachel Wright, historian. House
deal of dirt, and sets of muscles that
council members last semester were,
a lot of people didn't know they had
Seniors, Winona Barber and Vir
the girls were quite satisfied with
ginia James; Juniors, Lois Buttertheir morning's work, and thought
field and Frances Hunt; Sopho
that maybe it was worth the effort
Election of officers for the sum mores, Carolyn Couse and Nona
1910 Pacific AT*.
to get up at 8:00 a.m. on a Saturday mer term were held last Thursday, Dedmon; Freshmen, Viola Burres
'WTSr and DELICATESSEN
morning.
July 13, at Women's Hall. Newly and Charlotte Mercereau.
Always Delictoas

Zetagathean Notes

Virginia Bessac Recently
Became M rs. Lemoise Angier

Epsilons Don Jeans and
Shorts on Annual Arbor Day

New Dorm Officers
Elected For
Summer

OrsTs

Always Koady
°»l'» loady-Cookod foods

Sports Wear

°P*IKTS

friedberger's

Fox Cafiforni*
Now Showing

W«Jry for

Service

Man and Co-ed

"Snow White"
<S
"Seven Dwarfs"

Main Street

and
"Man from Frisco"

For Summer
Sport Coats
Glen Plaids, checks, ovensquares and
camels hair in easy fitting drape
models.

fromJfcSO
Slacks
Gaberdine covert and Flannels in all
the ri^jht colors.

from J9S

*S ALWAYS
Meet At

^hotZ®'l® Pacific AT*.

Shellubrication
Shell Products
Tire and Battery
Service

Sibley E. Bush
Phones 3-0604
2302 Pacific AT*.

Sport Shirts
Cool sportshirts that give life to any
sport outfit.

from J95

Bravo & McKeegan
Sportswear Headquarters
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Working

Let's Get Together

T

There are two important things that every college student
should derive from a college education. First of all there is the
incorporation of new knowledge embodying a new outlook on
life. Secondly there is "college life."
ACTIVITIES
People are prone to think that because there is a war on that
college has lost all of those fine traditions and pastimes that
made time away from studies so complete. This is not the case
at the College of the Pacific. Our student organization has done
a splendid job in arranging a full summer activity schedule.
There is afternoon and evening swimming at the pool, and
there are going to be three big dances this semester plus those
football games where all of us are going to be rootin for the
Tiger team. Yes, this and a lot more of college life. The visa to
college life is a PSA card.
Everyone knows that the money spent on the PSA card is
put to good use; it makes all this "college life possible.
LETS GO
Let us show that spirit and take advantage of the opportuni
ties that are before us. The more of us that get behind the PSA
the bigger and better our times wil be. So let's all get together
and join the band wagon—buy that PSA card right away.
GILBERT REISS. A. S.

Irving Fritz, former Pacify,
composer of the popmar
"Lately I Find," has just
terrific new number in collate '
with Ferol Egan. You'll a<wS
hearing it in the number one " '
the Hit Parade. (Publicity
Mr. Fritz is none other than ni!
Johnsen). Just wait until y0llt
pick up the rhythm of this ^
and you'll agree with us.
CHANEY
Sam Chaney, another pa
and now an Ensign in the ya
has been visitiflg Lambda N„
and COP during the past week
was an Omega Phi man during?
college years, and he took hisl
gree from COP in Political Scietrj
Since joining the Navy he has
led Communications at Har,->
and is now stationed at &
Diego—but not for long. So
Sam. Hope you don't get
Another man back on campu; l
gain for a short visit was Jacks,
who joined the Navy last April. (
had a happy reunion with his •».
thers at Lambda Nu last week. 5,
really looking swell—the Navy
be pretty good medicine.

Victory Begins at Home
Day by day major tragedies here at home are shoving our
major war news from the battle fronts from thq right hand
column of our newspapers to lesser left-hand column. Our for
mer classmates and all of the boys are fighting their hardest
on the many battle fronts—many of them giving their lives to en
able us to live in a free and better country.
OUR HELP
But what are we doing for them? We hang stars in our win
dows; we say prayers for them; we shed a few tears, probably
many of them; we buy bonds; we donate our blood; we donate
our time and money to the Red Cross. Yes, we do all these
things and many more.
However' in some respects we are all lacking in our help,
and we are not doing our best. How you may ask? Well, first
a streamliner crashes down Arizona way and kills approxi
mately fifty people and seriously injures many more. The east
coast blotches our papers with the glaring headlines that circus
tent burns causing the death of 165 persons, mostly innocent
children caught under the trampling feet of hysterical adults;
sixty men are entombed in an eastern mine; and now the Wefet
Coast witnesses its worst tragedy since the great San Francisco
fire of 1906. Yes, only 40 miles from here at lepst 350 persons
were reported as killed due to the explosion of two ammunition
ships at the Naval Ammunition Depot at Port Chicago.
SO WHAT?
Well, you may say, "So what? What could we have done to
prevent those accidents, we weren't there. They are over now
and there is nothing that can be done." Yes, and we will agree
that perhaps you are right. However there is a comely expres
sion which states that experience is the best teacher, but we
must also remember that we can profit by others' mistakes. We
who read about these catastrophes may never have any reason
to experience like tragedies. We hope not anyway. But these
catastrophes should help us become more cautious in our every
day life. We should think more clearly and take life in its stride.
OUR JOB
_
_ _
The boys on the battle fronts need all our help —in every
way possible, physically and morally. Most of all they have to
be given the feeling that we here at home know how to take
care of ourselves jond our country. They have to know that we
will take care of and better the country for which they are giv
ing their lives to save for us.
So let's all of us be on our toes and be cautious. - Let's do
everything in our power to prevent home front catastrophes from
shoving the long awaited Victory to the left-hand column of
the page.
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The Tiger
Snarls

Pacific

Ma+teuu&U
The Army Air Corps seems to be
taking over Women's Hall. Jean
Huxtable has been raving over Phil
lip and of course we saw Rosemary
Moore saying goodnight on the
front porch to her "Kay-det."
And then we have Vera Freeman
who added humor to the Thursday
night house meeting of Women's
Hall by coming in wind blown after
her date with four Lieutenants. Par
don us while we read up on our
rationing rules!
Good to see Barbara Thompson,
former A.W.S. President, and Dor
othy Hartman back at Alpha Thete
for a visit
NEW RING
We see that Carolyn Bennetsen
is back to school this semester
sporting a new ring with the init
ials O.M. on it. We judge that this is
why Carolyn was late in register
ing.
Jean Miller is waiting patiently
for that Corpus Christi graduation.
How will it seem to see Berkley again, Jean?
The dining hall welcomes Alpha
Thete and their girls for a month
while their cook takes a vacation.
The inmates overlooking the path
way to the dorm got crushed noses
the other night by watching Pat
Rodergerdts leave flanked by an en
sign and a cadet. What we would
like to know is how do you do it,
Pat?
And then there is the story about
one Pacific couple who lived just
five blocks apart way down in Burlingame and had to come all the
way to Stockton to meet. Now that
they have met, things are really
that way won't you Grant us that,
Virginia Cheney?
Then for older Pacificites perhaps
you would like to know that the for
mer make-up editor of the WeeklyJOE WILLIAMSON is doing well at
Columbia University. Incidentally
ae gave Abby a beautiful ring before
boarding the train. Hmmmmm. now
we understand why he was sq hard
to get.
Incidently we who attended the
PSA dance last week were pleas
antly surprised by not having to
face the usual
Well, you know
what we mean, it was really fun be
ing able to dance a few steps with
our partners for a change.
Over Tee Kay way we hear that
a dance is in the air for Saturday
night. Well, have a good time kids,
hope you don't get lost on the hfint!

DANCE
The Snarling Tiger's eyes arei
Dave Stanford, the chairman
Lambda Nu Phi's first social evs
of the summer trimester in the ton
By MARK LEES
of a dance. The date will ten
Entree new summer semester!
nounced soon in this column—w:
We welcome you, but not your
closely because it's going to be sol
weather.
thing to remember.
There's many things we've planned
A
Bicycle
to do,
Bill Mahlstedt can be seen rli
So keep those skies a nice cool
his classy bicycle all around
blue.
us after that quick trip he m:
HOT STUFF
A new summer semester's here, San Francisco last week-end ton
and a schedule of fresh, interesting up a much needed tire from
new student broadcasts from our eluded little black market,
own Pacific Campus Studio will not sure, but it is believed thatt
B. Smith, that 200-pound gua
"take to the air" soon!
the
Tiger eleven, is mixed
Radio Workshop, this season more
than ever before, offers a wealth of this little deal—he's just the 1?
variety and rich entertainment in size to ride on the rumble set
supercharged
campus originated programs plus Mahlstedt's
valuable practical experience in the wheeler. Both of these fellows
new men in civies on campus. H
wide realm of radio broadcasting.
I say more, girls?
CALLING ALL TALENT

Mike Chat

Can you read a script, sing or play
an instrument? If so, you may be
given the opportunity to "hit the air
waves" through the facilities of
KWG over an enlarged frequency.
The studio; under the direction of
Professor Edward Betz has planned
numerous programs featuring mu
sic, both solid jive and light class
ical; sports news and interviews,
drama and campus highlights
programs to fit everyone's taste.
SEE NEXT WEEK'S COLUMN
The Pacific Radio Workshop pro
gram schedule will appear in this
column next week. Yours truly
hopes you'll be giving your campus
studio the support it deserves by
listenin' to the guys and gals who
are planning programs to please
you. See you next week!

DANCE BAND
No news yet on that dance 1*
that was predicted last week to
column. If and when it does
it will probably be a small but gf
ing organization. Remember, •
great things have small b
—which brings to mind (???)31
sic example of a small begin
When Bob Hope first went to B»
wood he was so insignificant
he was given a tiny, cramped
ing room. In fact, Bob said f
so small the mice had to coffl®
from Glendale.
.
That should conclude "The
Snarls" for this week. And I f
it did—the Tiger just got a s8
ancase of the hiccups.
Vli

Bessac - Angier
(Continued from page 5)
hoe. At present Mrs Angier is com
pleting her studies at Stockton Jun
ior College. In a few weeks she will
leave to join her husband in Galves
ton, Texas, where he is an instruc
tor in the Army Air Corps.
Virginia graduated from Lodi
schools and is a past Worthy Advis
or of Wood-Lo Assembly, Order of
Rainbow for Girls.
OVER-SEAS
• -T|Sgt. Angier is also a graduate
of Lodi schools. He was stationed
in New Guinea for nine months, and
recently he was awarded tjhe Dis
tinguished Flying Cross for extra
ordinary achievements while partic
ipating in 200 hours of operational
flight missions in the Southwest Pa
cific Area. He also received the Air
Medal for over 500 hours of flying
time as a waist gunner and flight
engineer aboard a Liberator

Chapel Calends
Sunday 11:00
Service honoring service
leader—Rollin Dexter
Subject—"A Portrait"
Soloist—Roger Starr
Tuesday 12:55
Musical
Violin solo—Helene HaabeS'*
Vocal solos—Prof. Oliver, p
Candless
Flute—Wynne Honnali

fla

ier

